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➔ A successful sales strategy presupposes a 

comprehension of your real competitor 

status quo. 

➔ Before you try to persuade your prospects 

to choose you, assist them in making the 

decision to change.

➔  Answering these questions distinguishes 

your solution and sets the tone for your 

buyer's entire Decision Journey.
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➔ Cross-selling is the practise of 

recommending additional products that 

complement a purchase. 

➔ Upselling is a sales strategy that involves 

persuading customers to buy a more 

expensive version of a product than they 

had planned to buy.
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➔ Customer segmentation refers to 

the method of grouping customers 

based on shared attributes so that 

businesses can market to each group 

effectively and appropriately. 

➔ A company may segment customers 

in business-to-business marketing 

based on a variety of factors, 

including:Industry,  Employees are 

counted.
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➔ A sales action plan outlines what you 

intend to do to meet your sales targets, 

with a focus on the transactions and 

relationships you can cultivate with 

customers.
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➔ Gap Selling approaches sales from a 

problem-solving perspective. Before 

discussing your solution, it requests 

that you diagnose your prospects' 

problems and determine desired 

outcomes.

➔  If your sales reps are having 

difficulty connecting with prospects, 

using this methodology can help 

them win more deals.
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➔ The value of goods or services sold 

during a monitored period of time that 

exceeds what your business would 

normally sell is referred to as 

Incremental sales.
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How do you create a year-long sales plan?

➔ Determine your objectives. Begin by deciding what objectives you want to achieve.

➔ Make a list of your goals. It's time to give your high-level goals for the year some attention 

now that you've established them.

➔ Distribute resources.

➔ Identify your key performance indicators.

➔ Make it more manageable.

FAQs
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What exactly is the distinction between upselling and cross-selling? 

➔ Upselling is the practise of encouraging customers to buy a comparable higher-end product 

than the one under consideration.

➔ Cross-selling encourages customers to buy related or complementary items.

What are the most effective sales techniques?

➔ Make a plan for generating leads.

➔ Understand your sales cycle.

➔ Understand your numbers.
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➔ Seek out referrals actively.

➔ Concentrate on getting appointments.

➔ Prepare for objections.

➔ Follow up and pay attention.

What are the types of customer segmentation?

➔ Demographic

➔ Psychographic

➔ Behavioural

➔ Geographic

➔ Firmographic  segmentation .
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About Us

● SlideTeam is a premier Research, Consulting and Design agency that develops
and templatizes industry processes and best practices, frameworks and models across all industry and verticals to 
help customers present their strategies effectively and convincingly.

● In addition, Slide Team compiles data and statistics from thousands of sources
over a wide range of topics to help customers make intelligent decisions. We
develop and present our research in the form of fully editable PowerPoint
templates to make it easy for our customers to create presentations based on their individual requirements.

● With a large team comprising of Research Analysts, Statisticians, Industry Experts and Designers spread over 6 
countries, SlideTeam now hosts the world's largest collection of Ready to Use PowerPoint templates on all topics and 
industries.

● Our team consists of professionals from Fortune 500 companies and Top Tier consulting firms involved in the 
process of researching and designing over a million slides that are available for our users on a subscription basis.

●  To Contact Us and set up a Live Product Demo join us here  .
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